
Example Test 2

Justin' s version

Modified From Question 1.19

A bee goes out from its hive in a spiral path given in plane polar coordinates by 

r = bãkt, Θ=ct 
where b k and c are positive (real) constants.  

1) Show that the angle between the velocity vector and the acceleration vector remains constant as the bee movees outward.
(Hint: Find v·a/va)

2) What is the force on the bee in plane polar coordinates?

Modified from old HW 2 E1 (perhaps yours as well)

A system with two stable states can be represented by a potentia in the form U(x)=a - bx2 + cx4

1) Find the location of the minima of this potential

2) What condition must be met for the two minima to exist?

3) When the potential has two minima, find the height of the energy barrier a particle at the bottom of one of the minima must
overcome to move to the other stable minima.  

4) When the particle has two minima, how fast would the particle released from the origin be moving when it  reached the
positive minima?
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Modified From Question 3.11

A mass m moves along the x-axis subject to an attractive force given by 17Β2 mx �2 and a retarding force given by 3Βmx
 
, where

x is the distance from the origin and Β is a constant.  A driving force given by mAcos(Ωt), where A is a constant, is applied to the
particle along the x-axis.  

a) Write the equation of motion for this system.

b) What value of Ω results in a stedy-state oscillations about the origin with maximum amplitude?

c) What is the maximum amplitude?

Tunnel Problem

You dig a tunnel through the Earth.  Let's just assume your some kind of crazy disaster movie dilling expert.  The tunnel goes
though the center and keeps going to the opposite side of the plannet.  You drop a ball of mass m down this tunnel.  Let Me be the

Earth's mass and Re be it's radius.  

1) How fast is the ball traveling when it reaches the center of the Earth?  Write your answer in terms of m, M and Re.  Use the

fact that the force on the ball can be written as the following.  

F =G
Ρ m r

3
 where 

Ρ =
3 Me

4 Π Re
3
.

2) How long does it take for the ball to get to the center of the Earth?  
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Nathan's Gauss Gun Near a Fan

Nathan build a seriously cool Gauss Gun when he was in UP II.  It worked well and was actually portable. Assume that Nathan

fires it horizontally Hx
`

L when under a ceiling fan.  The fan is pointed down I-z
`
M.  

1)  Use the following information to construct the remaining equations of motion.  Let c be the linear drag coefficient and let vair

be a constant.
z
..

= -g - c Hz  + vairL
v
Ó

air = -vair z
`

v
Ó

ballHt = 0L = v0 x
`

2) Solve the equations of motion to write the trajectory of the steel ball Nathan just shot.  

3)  Now assume we turn off the ceiling fan and turn on a fan facing the y
`
 direction pushing air at vÓ = vair y

`
.  Write the equations

of motion for this case.  Don't worry about solving them.  
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